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GOODS AND LIVESTOCK-continued 

68. Classification of Goods, Livestock, etc.-continued 
Class 

Models and figures as under
Marble, packed 
Marble, unpacked 
Papier mache 
Wax 

Molasses, as under
Not otherwise specified 
For feeding stock or for use in the manufacture of stock foods 

MonobeI. Dangerous .. 
"Mortaflex" (bricklayer's lime) 
Moss, as under-

Green, in bags or bales 
Dried 

Mother liquor (a milk by-product) as under-

See section 72 

See cement additives 

In solid form. As "livestock or poultry foods, not otherwise specified". 

C plus 50% 
C double rate 
C double rate 
C plus 50% 

C 

E 
C double rate 

D less 25% 
C double rate 

Liquid in drums or tanks See section 72 E 
Motor cars, midget, racing C double rate 
Motor-lift trucks (such as fork-lift trucks or industrial stackers) C plus 20% 
Motor tractors or motor cultivators, farm or garden, as under-

Not otherwise specified 
Assembled-

Unpacked, not exceeding 2 cwt per unit 
Unpacked, exceeding 2 cwt but not exceeding 5 cwt per unit (charge 

as for 5 cwt per unit) 
Packed in cases or crates 

Exceeding 5 cwt, assembled, with agricultural implements fitted 
thereto 

(Class C plus 20 % rate will apply only when the attachment is 
an agricultural implement which, if railed separately, would be 
chargeable at Class C plus 20% rate.) 

Motor tractor safety cabs, safety frames, and weather cabs, as under-
Unassembled, packed in cases or crates, or securely fastened in 

bundles .. 
Assembled, with anti-roll horns fixed in position; charges to be based 

on measurement of 160 cu ft per unit 
Assembled, not otherwise specified; charges to be based on measure

ment of 70 cu ft per unit .. 
Assembled, nested in pairs; charges to be based on measurement of 

80 cu ft per pair, nested .. 
Assembled, not otherwise specified, three or more units nested 

together; charges to be based on actual measurement per nest .. 
Motor trailers See trailers 
Motor vehicles or chassis, as under-

Not otherwise specified, unpacked See section 83 
In cases or crates. Minimum load 30 cwt per four-wheeled wagon, not 

otherwise specified, 35 cwt per Lc or Mc wagon 
Motor vehicle bodies and body components, as under

Bodies, set up, not otherwise specified .. 
Bodies, fibre glass .. 
Body parts, not otherwise specified 
Cabs or trays. Minimum load 30 cwt per four-wheeled wagon, not 

otherwise specified, 35 cwt per Lc or Mc wagon 
Canopies. As "motor bodies set up, not otherwise specified". 
Roof luggage racks .. 
Roofs 
Seat frames (see spring units) 

Motor vehicle chassis frames (without wheels) 
Motor vehicle mufflers 
Motor vehicle muffler assemblies (muffler with exhaust and tail-pipes 

fitted)-
Packed in cases, containers or other rigid packing 
Not otherwise specified 

Mouldings as under-
Pinex, packed, not otherwise specified (unpacked Pinex mouldings 

will not be accepted for carriage) 
Pinex, packed, direct from factory, loaded with Pinex wallboard in 

the same wagon; subject to minimum loads as per section 77, 
except that for consignments forwarded to Wellington the minimum 
load will be 6 tons per four-wheeled wagon, not otherwise specified, 
71- tons per Lc wagon 

Wooden, including door jambs, architraves, scotia, dowelling, 
scribers, etc.-

C 

C plus 50% 

C 
C 

C plus 20% 

C 

G 

G 

G 

G 

C plus 50% 

G 
G 
C plus 50% 

C 

G 
G 
G 
C plus 50% 
C 

C 
C plus 50% 

C double rate 

N 

Loose or in bundles See section 75 K 
Lesser quantities will be charged

Loose 
Packed in bundles 

Mowers, as under-
Lawn, including motor mowers and motor scythes (domestic) 
Hay, for attachment to tractors-

Ford models 501 and 515, minimum charge as for 5 cwt per 
machine 

Not otherwise specified (as implements, agricultural, assembled, 
n.o.s.) 

K small lots 
C 

C 

C plus 20% 

C plus 20% 
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